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"The majority (58%) of Canadians participated in making
at least one type of arts/craft activity in 2018. Although
engagement is likely more sporadic for most, the process of
making arts and crafts meets a number of wellness benefits
for consumers including relaxation and bonding with
family or friends."
- Carol Wong-Li, Associate Direction - Lifestyles &
Leisure
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Arts/crafting sees relatively niche engagement and participation is sporadic
Change is on the horizon: older crafters differ in approach to younger ones
Dollar stores have an edge on craft specialty stores

Younger and older consumers differ in their preference and approach to crafting, suggesting that the
industry is experiencing a shift in the approach and the preferred environment for making arts/crafts.
With consumers leveraging the internet for ideas and inspiration, considerations in reducing steps from
exploration to purchase will be necessary.
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The current positioning of the category is limiting
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The beauty industry provides a good example of ways to engage young men
Figure 21: Acquisition email, Clinique, October 2017
Figure 22: Skincare Tutorial by Kris Smith, October 2017
Parents, regardless of gender, are engaged and want more
Figure 23: Any arts/crafts made in past 12 months (net), parent of under-18s at home vs not a parent, December 2018
Learning moments that appeal to the interests of parents will win over all
Figure 24: Tinker Crate and Kiwi Crate Project Compilation | Monthly Science & Art Projects for Kids, October 2018
Chinese Canadians are keen on photo crafts
Figure 25: Made photo crafts in past 12 months, Chinese Canadians vs overall, December 2018
Arts/crafts more likely to be an interest of the LGBTQ community
Figure 26: Select types of arts/crafts made in past 12 months, LGBTQ vs overall, December 2018

Reasons for Making Arts and Crafts
Relaxation is a key motivator
Figure 27: Select attitudes towards making arts and crafts, December 2018
Partnerships between colouring books/supplies with shows may yield gains
Making arts and crafts hits many mental health components for women
Figure 28: Reasons for making arts and crafts – women, December 2018
For parents, arts/crafting is an avenue for quality time with the kids
Figure 29: ‘Make something for myself’ as a reason for making arts and crafts, parents with under-18s at home vs those who are not
parents, December 2018
Making arts/craft time more gender-neutral is necessary to engage more dads
Fathers are happy to share their handiwork online – reward them for doing so
Figure 30: Select attitudes towards making arts and crafts, fathers with under-18s at home vs mothers, December 2018
Projects promoting popular interests will gain the attention of dads
Figure 31: Entertaining Tray Game Changer, January 2018
Figure 32: Entertaining Tray Highlight of the Night, January 2018

Solo vs Social Arts and Crafting
There is a preference to take on arts/crafting as a solo pursuit
Figure 33: Solo vs social preference for making arts and crafts by oneself (% agree), December 2018
Consider positioning the process of making arts/crafts as an act of self-care
Younger consumers more appreciative of the social side of arts/crafting
Figure 34: Agreement with ‘I enjoy the social aspect of doing arts/crafts’, by age, December 2018
Partnerships with foodservice vendors may gain the attention of younger consumers

Arts and Crafts Ideas and Inspiration Sources
Consumers are turning to YouTube for ideas and instructions
Figure 35: Leveraging the internet for ideas and instructions for arts/crafts projects (% agree), December 2018
Figure 36: Online sources used for arts/crafts inspiration, December 2018
Click-to-buy functions will make a difference
Figure 37: DIY Gift Boxes & Bags, January 2017
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YouTube is a key avenue to connecting with dads
Figure 38: Online sources used for arts/crafts inspiration, fathers with under-18s at home vs mothers, December 2018
Branding cues are more important when reaching dads
Figure 39: John Legend's "Stinky Booty" Song with Pampers, June 2018
Shoppable posts on Instagram will generate traction amongst 18-34s
Figure 40: Using Instagram for arts/crafts inspiration, by age, December 2018

Shopping for Arts and Crafts Supplies
General retailers are winning out
Figure 41: Store type where arts/craft supplies are purchased, December 2018
Growing presence of discount stores is putting pressure on specialty craft retailers
Figure 42: Store type where arts/craft supplies are purchased, by art/crafting skill level, December 2018
Special consideration: a broader consumer audience means more legs to stand on
Figure 43: Frame Game | The Scott Brothers, January 2019
Cost and convenience matter to moms
Figure 44: Store type where arts/craft supplies are purchased, mothers with under-18s at home vs overall, December 2018
Get creative: find ways to reduce steps in supply shopping process to appeal to moms
Figure 45: Linked Heart Garland, February 2016

Barriers to Arts and Crafting
Figure 46: Barriers to making arts and crafts, December 2018
Consumers today seek new challenges so appeal to their interests
Time is the primary issue for 18-24s
Figure 47: ‘I don’t have time’ as a barrier to making arts/crafts, by age, December 2018
Busy iGens will respond to options that meet them where they are

Crafter Consumer Segmentation
Crafters vary on approach and enthusiasm
Figure 48: Crafter consumer segments, December 2018
The Solo Crafter (29%)
Who are they?
A primary opportunity group: engaged and will respond to benefits for the individual
The Social Crafter (39%)
Who are they?
Opportunities aplenty to appeal to Social Crafters by shifting away from the traditional
The Occasional Dabbler (32%)
Limited opportunities exist with this segment

Appendix – Data Sources and Abbreviations
Data sources
Consumer survey data
Consumer qualitative research
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Abbreviations and terms
Abbreviations
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